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Uhlanjululo (Laundry)

Zamo Mkhwanazi

Genre
Historical Drama
Budget (euros)
600 000
Name of director
Zamo Mkhwanazi
Vimeo links to view previous films/works
https://vimeo.com/173534293 (PW: redrooster2016)
https://vimeo.com/105555676 (PW: Quantum2015)
Name of producers / co-producers
Robbie Thorpe & Rethabile Mothobi
Script
Zamo Mkhwanazi
Languages spoken in the film
IsiZulu, English
Shooting location
Durban, South Africa
Name of participants
Zamo Mkhwanazi & Robbie Thorpe
Languages spoken by participants
IsiZulu / English
Project’s state of progress
2nd draft script
Contact (participants)
Zamo Mkhwanazi : 002771 309 3626
zamobleach@gmail.com
Robbie Thorpe : 002782 4506180

Writer’s note
This is a fictionalized account of my mother’s
family, who owned a successful industrial laundrette in the thriving metropolis around the
largest port in the southern hemisphere. This
is an imagining of the dreams that never came
true. The stark examination of the minutiae of
the destruction of a people and the absurdities
of injustice.
This film has been accepted for the Torino Script
Lab 2017.

Synopsis
The sixties are swinging, Jimi Hendrix is the
explosive new meaning of rock star and free
love reigns. At sixteen, Khuthala is eager to be
in the thick of it all and escapes his father’s
laundry where he has wasted most of his
childhood. When the apartheid government
decrees that black people may no longer
own businesses, Khuthala’s heady youthful
rebellion is brought to a sobering crash as he
grapples with witnessing his father ripped
from the enterprise he has dedicated his life
to. Khuthala’s own dreams are swiped out of
reach as his family loses the very thing he
hates but which is an inextricable part of his
middle class identity.
Purpose of participation to the workshop
To find the best possible coproduction partners
and agreement.
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Producers’ biography and filmography
Robbie Thorpe has worked in film and television, firstly as an editor and later as both a
producer and a director, for over thirty years.
Robbie has produced over two hundred hours
of television and seven feature films. Television
includes the Emmy nominated comedy series
Sorted and the award winning drama series
A Place Called Home. Robbie has produced
eight feature films including the box office
sensation Material (winner best film south
African film and television awards) Tell Me
Sweet Something and most recently Beyond
the River and Vaya; the latter made its world
premiere at the Toronto International Film
Festival and will later make its European premiere at the Berlin International Film Festival. Robbie has taught film and television at
the Newtown film school, Monash university,
the SABC, united nations international film
school and Big Fish digital film school. He was
a founder member of the South African Guild
of Editors (SAGE) and The Producers Alliance
(TPA).

Director’s biography and filmography
Zamo Mkhwanazi is a filmmaker working
between Johannesburg, South Africa and
Switzerland. She is part of the first generation
of black female directors from South Africa.
Born in Durban, she grew up in the township
of Umlazi before graduating from the University of Cape Town. In 2011 she wrote, directed
and produced her first short film, Philia. Her
second short, The Call, starring Fana Mokoena
(World War Z), premiered at Clermont-Ferrand
Film Festival and screened at the 40 th Toronto
International Film Festival. Her latest film,
Gallo Rojo premiered at the 69 th Cannes Film
Festival Directors’ Fortnight.
She was selected for the Toronto International
Film Festival Talent Lab in September 2016.
She will participate in Berlinale Talents 2017.
She is currently developing her first feature,
Laundry, a film based on her family’s experiences during apartheid era of the 1960’s.
This project has been invited to the Torino
Script Lab 2017.

Production company’s filmography
God Is African
Gums and Noses
Jozi
Man on the Ground (TIFF, Berlinale)
Tell Me Sweet Something
Material
Vaya (TiIFF, Berlinale)
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Uitlander

Cait Pansegrouw

Genre
Thriller
Budget (euros)
€1.1 – 1.7M
Name of director
Wim Steytler
Vimeo links to view previous films/works
https://vimeopro.com/user11119637/wim-steytler-narrative-reel
(PW: picturetree2017)
Name of producers / co-producers
Gary King / Elias Ribiero / Cait Pansegrouw
Languages spoken in the film
English / Afrikaans / French
Shooting location
Sutherland, Roggeveld Mountains, Karoo, Northern Cape
Name of participants
Cait Pansegrouw
Languages spoken by participants
English
Project’s state of progress
Script in 4th Draft. Projected shooting 2018
Contact (participants)
Gary King
+27-11-7877446
+27-82-5574713
gary@picturetree.co.za

Writer’s note
The world is on edge. People are angry and
feel displaced. Amid a migrant crisis, peak
oil, major economic instability and political
fragmentation are fueling the rise of religious
extremism, cultism, right-wing political movements and the resurgence of nationalism in
the West.
Very few of us live a truly independent lifestyles and that means we rely on ‘the system’
to provide what we need. Some people feel the
capitalist system is imploding and subconsciously fear the day the lights go out and the
trucks stop running. Many also have concerns
about government interference with private
autonomy.
The question is when do we act on these
fears? When are those fears legitimate and
when are they paranoid fantasies and conspiracy theories? Can we truly remove ourselves
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from this ‘broken system’, eject and move off
the grid? What will happen if we do that? How
far is too far? When do we become victims our
own paranoid delusions?
It is scientifically proven that for most people
prolonged social isolation is detrimental, particularly mentally. If we become isolated from
society, the mind can do some bizarre things.
So, how can we still engage with the system,
but on our own terms, without being swept
with the tide?
Five years ago, I became privy to a true story
that grapples with this universal and very relevant question.
On 16 January 2011, South Africa was shaken by a shootout in the sleepy desert town of
Sutherland in the Karoo.
Rumours abounded about a French, doomsday prepper, ‘cult couple’ who were members
of Ramtha’s School of Enlightenment, a US-
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based, new age ‘school of consciousness and
energy’, who preached detachment, global
economic collapse and Armageddon.
I made contact with my old school friend,
Cobus du Plessis, who got to know the couple
well over a period of eight years. Cobus’s father, Gerhardus du Plessis, befriended them
in 1999 and they eventually lived on his farm
rent-free for twelve years. Gerhardus gave me
unlimited access to the story.
Like Gerhardus, I am an Afrikaner man myself
and I can relate to the angst and blind spots
that clouded his judgment. As a filmmaker,
I have made it my mission to deconstruct
this patriarchal white male identity as it has
mostly been celebrated and left to dominate
the South African narrative, unquestioned.
Gerhardus is the prefect protagonist to unravel the hidden fragility of this identity.
Synopsis
Uys Bosman is a 40-year-old, rugged sheep
farmer and closeted intellectual based outside a small Karoo town called Sutherland, the
astronomy capital of South Africa. We meet
Uys as a shame-ridden loner and alcoholic,
haunted by a tragic event from his past. Uys
avoids contact with the outside world and only
goes to town to stock up on booze. One night,
he is woken from his drunken stupor by a knock
on his bedroom window. An eccentric, flamboyant French couple, Philippe Ménière And
Agnes Jardel, ask him for roadside assistance.
They mention that they’ve come to Sutherland
to start a new life “off the grid” and compliment
Uys on his “self sustainable” lifestyle.
The French couple soon becomes Uys’s confidants, sharing his interests in nature, philosophy and astronomy and he is drawn to their
exoticism and bizarre, meditative practices.
Eventually, he allows them to move onto his
farm after reaching a verbal agreement that
they would help monitor the farm against
livestock theft in return for free accommodation. Even though the French appear to be
secretive about their own space, Uys chooses
to spend many evenings with them at his
own home, drinking and philosophising until
daybreak. Their mystical, new age ideas and
rituals initially help him get back on his feet
and deal with his depression and alcoholism.
However, he remains unaware of their poisonous influence, while they encourage him to
isolate himself more radically from society,
which is, in their view, inferior.
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As time passes, the French start displaying
more extreme, hyper-paranoid behaviour,
obsessing about looming global disasters.
Uys’s altruism leads him to naively permit the
couple to exploit his resources. They become
possessive and jealous when Uys develops an
unexpected relationship with LIEN, a grounded and pretty nurse, who looks after his mother in the local home for the elderly. Uys willfully continues to ignore the French’s growing
erratic behaviour, as they feed his need for
meaningful social interaction and intellectual
stimulation.
When Uys introduces the couple to Lien, they
are hostile towards one another. Lien picks
up on the French couple’s foul motives. Uys’s
relationship with Lien intensifies and a split
erupts between Uys and the French, causing
them to become abusive, aggressive and irrational. Lien manages to get through to Uys and
he begins to realise how he has been duped all
along. After Philippe threatens Uys and Lien,
Uys requests the police to inspect the French
couple’s house for illegal firearms, so that he
can have them evicted from his land. An aggressive altercation ensues when the police
arrive and the French attempt to kill Uys and
fatally wound two policemen before fleeing
into the desert.
The small town of Sutherland is suddenly engulfed by a full-blown media frenzy and manhunt as the local law enforcement searches
for the French. An arsenal of weapons, homemade bullets, medical and survival equipment is found in the French couple’s home –
the classic signs of Dooms Day preppers. Uys
leads the police in their search, culminating
in a violent and tragic climax when the French
are eventually cornered.
Purpose of participation to the workshop
What is blantantly obvious is that this film
lives or dies by the French stars required for
the roles of the French couple – Philippe Ménière and Agnes Jardel. It is thus paramount
that the film has a co-production element to it.
The objectives would be for 1. French funding
2. French actors 3. Distribution and presales
4. French creative input into the development
stage especially French dialogue.
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Producers’ biography and filmography
Cait Pansegrouw is a multitalented producer
and casting director that has worked in South
Africa and Brazil. She is an AFDA Film School,
Durban Talents, Berlinale Talents and Durban
Film Mart alumna. Cait is passionate about
spotting budding talent and nurturing it so
that it can be cultivated to its true potential.
Along with her business partner, Elias Ribeiro,
she runs Realness – An African Screenwriter’s Residency, a Pan African initiative for
emerging auteurs. Cait is a SAFTA-nominee
with work that has travelled to Sundance,
Berlinale, Tribeca, Durban and FESPACO, to
name a few. She has played an integral role
in developing projects which have received
grants and accolades from some of the most
prestigious institutions in the world; World
Cinema Fund, Hubert Bals and ARTE/ZDF. Her
latest film, The Wound, recently had its world
premiere at The Sundance Film Festival and
went on to open Panorama at The Berlinale
Film Festival. Cait’s passion for development
makes her adept at fostering both projects
and people and no matter the scale, she
thrives on the adventure of bringing script to
screen. She is currently working on furthering
her knowledge of European co-production,
sales and distribution through her participation at the EAVE Producer’s Workshop 2017.
Production company’s filmography
Urucu Media is an independent South African
film production company based in Cape Town.
We are author-driven and actively partner
with the new generation of South African filmmakers who strive to tell local stories that are
bold and authentic. Our films resonate with
domestic audiences and international viewers
alike, having screened at Sundance, Berlinale,
Tribeca, Rio and Durban, among other festivals. We also initiated Realness, A Pan African Screenwriter’s Residency Programme for
emerging filmmakers, which is currently in its
second year.

Films and Accolades
Abnormal Loads, 90”, 2020, Development
Video Vision Best South African Film Project
Award (Durban Film Mart) 2016
Kwazulu-Natal Film Fund Development
Award 2015
Miles From Nowhere, 90”, 2021, Development
National Film & Video Foundation
Development Award 2016
Uitlander, 90”, 2019, Development
EAVE Producer’s Workshop 2017
Realness Screenwriter’s Residency 2016
The Tree, 90”, 2018, Financing
(South Africa, Germany, France, Netherlands)
L’Atelier 2015
National Film and Video Foundation
Development Award 2014
The Wound, 88”, 2016
(South Africa, Germany, France, Netherlands)
Sundance Film Festival Official Selection 2017
Berlinale Panorama Opening Film 2017
The Train of Salt and Sugar, 89”, 2016
(Brazil, France, Mozambique, Portugal,
South Africa)
Audience Award Locarno Film Festival 2016
Best Film Joburg Film Festival 2016
Locarno Open Doors 2014
Necktie Youth, 88” , 2014
(South Africa, Netherlands)
Best South African Feature at Durban
International Film Festival 2015
Best Film at Amsterdam World Cinema
Festival 2015
Best Film at Montreal IFF 2015
Jury Award Carthage Film Festival 2015
Special Mention from the Jury in Guanajuato
IFF 2015
Special Mention from the Jury at Locarno
Open Doors 2014
Jeppe On A Friday, 87”, 2014
(South Africa, Canada)
Best Documentary Indie Karoo Fest 2013
Geneva International Film Festival Official
Selection 2013
Beijing International Film Festival Official
Selection 2013
Encounters Documentary Film Festival
Official Selection 2013
NY African Film Festival Official Selection 2013
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Director’s biography and filmography
Wim Steytler is part of the new wave of young,
fearless filmmakers rising from the African
continent. Hailing from a family of pioneering
writers who challenged the apartheid regime
in the 60s, Wim is an award-winning director
with a compulsive drive for authenticity and
creating poetic and powerful imagery. Wim
cut his teeth by earning a BA degree in fine art
and visual communication, editing for six years
and being mentored by South Africa’s top commercial directors while working as a creative
researcher. Wim is now represented by Picture
Tree in Johannesburg as a director with producer Gary King. In his directorial debut, he picked
up a prestigious CFP-E/SHOTS Young Director
Award in 2014 at the Festival de Cannes for
his narrative music video about xenophobic
attacks in Johannesburg’s underbelly of hijacked buildings. Since then, Wim has developed
a reputation for his cinematic documentary
films with their unflinching realism and unique,
emotive narratives. Wim was awarded Best Director at the Silwerskerm Film Festival in Cape
Town for his first narrative short Skewe Reënboog (Crooked Rainbow) – an allegory on the
failings of Rainbow Nation idealism. His upcoming feature film Uitlander was selected for
the 2016 Realness Screenwriting Residency.
His latest short documentary Black Black Metal
investigates the rise of African punk and metal
in townships of Soweto. It went viral after it
was featured on prominent blogs like The Daily
Beast, ID Vice and The Fader.
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Director’s Filmography
Uitlander, thriller/neo noir, feature film
in development, 2016, JOHANNESBURG
Black Black Metal, punk and metal music
in Soweto, 2016, JOHANNESBURG
Wetter, narrative short film in development,
2016, JOHANNESBURG
Skewe Reënboog, 22 min narrative short film,
2015, JOHANNESBURG
Lilies in the Mud, story of a 26s gang leader,
short doc, 2011, CAPE TOWN
Die Takhaar met die Bontkar, short doc for
Encounters Film Festival 2010, CAPE TOWN
Hold Still, documenting a friend’s journey
with acute leukemia, 2009, CAPE TOWN
Mahem, documentary on drag racing subculture in Danville, Pretoria, 2008, PRETORIA
A Dark Heart, documentary on an underground street-fighting movement, 2008,
JOHANNESBURG
Tommy Thompson Prince of Thieves, story of a
former 28s gang member, 2004, CAPE TOWN
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Magic

Mickey Madoda Dube

Genre
Fantasy / Drama
Budget (euros)
2,257,837 (exchanged at 1 euro = r15)
Already acquired (euros)
No financing acquired yet but we are talking to a British producer
for potential British co-production participation.
Name of director
no director attached yet
Vimeo links to view previous films/works
http://vimeo.com/user31666569/videos
Name of producers / co-producers
Mickey Madoda Dube & Rodrigo Chiari
Languages spoken in the film
English, vernacular and French
Shooting location
South Africa and potentially in France
Name of participants
Mickey Madoda Dube & Rodrigo Chiari
Languages spoken by participants
English, Spanish and a very basic French
Project’s state of progress
Financing stage, have already made applications to various
potential public and private financiers, as well as engaging
with a potential british co-producer
Contact (participants)
mickey@1takemedia.biz / mickeydube1@gmail.com /
+27 82 561 1901
rodrigo@rodwayproductions.co.za / +27 72 232 1551

Writer’s note
Script is being presently adapted for French coproduction participation.
Synopsis
Magic is a story of Hope, of triumph in the
face of immense obstacles. It is the story of
friendship across the divide, of creating lasting bridges, of understanding. In this film the
power of magic becomes the vehicle through
which the impossible is possible, where miracles unfold to overcome obstacles long accepted to be insurmountable.
The film follows the trials and tribulations of
Marcel, an old white magician who, upon failing to pass on the art of magic to his son as
is the tradition in his family, he chances upon
Kgomotso, a black township boy with amazing
sleight of hand, and despite the boy’s reluctance, he convinces him to be his apprentice.
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The black township of Mamelodi is the last
place Walter expected his prayers to be answered from. In 1970s South Africa the world of
Walter and that of Kgomotso are far apart, not
just physically and culturally, but racially as
well. In this world race rules supreme, and is
strictly enforced by the law. One of their major
problems is that they can’t find a venue where
they both can perform as equals, as partners.
Overcoming one major obstacle after another,
the unlikely pair finally become the talk of the
town as they put up a show beyond expectation, even their own, especially that of the
authorities, who begin to cast an eye on them,
led by Walter’s own half-brother, Cain, who
vows to put an end to this “shame”.
Set in the 70s, a time of major uncertainty
in South Africa where young people rose up
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against injustice, the period becomes a dramatic backdrop for both characters as they
navigate through distrust by family, friends
and their communities and have to dig deep to
find common ground and eventually win over
even the hardest skeptics.
Hope is finally restored as two formidable human beings who dared to dream beyond the
acceptable are finally triumphant.
Purpose of participation to the workshop
Finding a perfect French co-producer match
who will be a solid partner on this and other
future projects for co-production.
Producers’ biography and filmography
Mickey Madoda Dube is an international
award winning Film, TV and Commercials Producer/ Director. A Fulbright Scholar at one of
the top film schools internationally, the USC
School of Cinematic Arts in LA, under the tutelage of some top filmmakers in Hollywood including Milos Forman, his filmography spans
both the commercial and socio-political, with
a strong emphasis on looking at the complexity of human nature and the dilemmas
of a multi-identity in the modern era. Mickey
has Produced and Directed many international and South African TV & Cinema commercials for brands such as Pepsi, Coke, Standard
Chartererd Bank, Barclays, 7up, Anglo American, Globacom, filming in territories like the
USA, China, Russia, the UK and across most of
the African continent.
He moves comfortably across genres / formats, from Commercials to Feature films,
Documentaries, TV Drama, Reality Shows, as
well as across disciplines – Directing, Producing, Writing, Editing, etc.
While he has focussed mainly on TV Commercials, Mickey has also Produced and Directed
feature films and global documentaries, his
first feature film, Nagstappie (A Walk In The
Night) produced in 1999. He has also co-produced Man On Ground and just recently Produced / Directed Comatose, a film on euthanasia starring amongst others one of France’s
notable actresses, Aissa Maiga. Some of his
major documentaries include One Humanity,
with music and interviews from the likes of
Peter Gabriel, Annie Lennox, Jesse Jackson,
Neil Kinnock, and Sobukwe: A Great Soul.
Some of his TV work includes the South Afri-
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can version of Sesame Street, working with
the New York based CTW, Saints, Sinners and
Settlers, Mountain Shadow, The Music of the
Violin, etc. He also helped create South Africa’s first award-winning Educational TV Programme Take 5; also co-created and Directed
a Reality Show called Imagine Afrika, shown
across 54 African TV Stations.
Mickey is also building up to an epic feature
film on Shaka, the legendary Zulu Emperor
who is one of Africa’s most well known personalities. The film is scheduled for filming in
2018.
Production company’s filmography
Take Media is a Pan-African Film & TV Production and Media Company specializing in
TV Commercials, Feature Films, Documentaries, as well as TV content generation and
production. Our expertise is vast, and together
as members of the company our experience
spans more than thirty years. We have worked
on a whole range of genres, styles and markets internationally, several awards safely
under our belt.
We have mainly Produced TV Commercials
that have won acclaim locally and abroad.
Some of the brands we filmed for include Pepsi, Coke, Standard Chartererd Bank, Barclays
Bank, 7Up, Anglo American, Eveready, Kenya
Airways, Globacom, and countless others, filming in territories such as Hong Kong, New
York, Moscow, London, Los Angeles and almost all over Africa.
Presently we are in Post-production on a Feature film called Comatose, about two siblings
whose mom is in a coma and declared braindead, and they have make a decision about
whether to pull or not to pull the plug.
Other feature films Produced are Man On
Ground, Nagstappie (A Walk In The Night), One
Humanity, Sobukwe: A Great Soul.
We have also produced many PSAs and Corporate Videos globally for notable Clients as
the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation, Henry
J. Kaiser Foundation, the UN, Coca-Cola Foundation, etc.
Indeed one of our proud Pan-African projects
is the YOU Campaign, an Aids projects filmed
across the continent. One of its flagships was
the Reality Show, Imagine Africa, broadcast
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across 54 TV stations simultaneously, a first
in Africa, and so far never repeated.
We are also intensely passionate about training young filmmakers to become significant
players at the highest level. We have done this
through workshops as well as internships and
continuously taking on young people on our
projects so they experience film at its Optimum.
Take Media is simultaneously developing
three Film and TV productions to be rolled out
through 2017 onwards, one of them an epic on
Shaka, famous king of the Zulus.
We are passionate. We are driven. We are competent. We are experienced. We deliver.
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The Day of the Covenant

Dan Jawitz

Genre
Thriller
Budget (euros)
EU1.2M
Name of director
Philip Roberts
Vimeo links to view previous films/works
https://vimeo.com/61332699 (PW: onelastlook)
Name of producers / co-producers
Dan Jawitz / Todd Brown / Patrick Zuchowicki
Script
Philip Roberts
Languages spoken in the film
English / French / German / Afrikaans
Shooting location
Cape Town, Germany and France
Name of participants
Dan Jawitz
Languages spoken by participants
English
Project’s state of progress
2nd draft feature script
Contact (participants)
Dan Jawitz
dan@fireworxmedia.co.za
+ 27 82 330 8736

Writer’s note
The Day of the Covenant follows the stories of
five key characters engaged in actions related
to historical facts as well as a number of fictitious characters in entirely fictitious situations. But this is no dry ‘political’ film, it is both
funny and exciting. As well as the primary responsibility to entertain the audience there is a
responsibility on the part of the South African
film-maker to deal with historical and cultural
issues in novel and imaginative ways which
will attract an international audience. If all of
these objectives can be achieved in one film,
that film is likely to be The Day of the Covenant
named for MK Day, 16th December.
How marvellous if a South African film can
instil a sense of wonder and pride in ourselves and our past. Character is important in
film and in The Day of the Covenant our warm
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characters are involved in a deadly serious
covert operation which is why this movie is
best described as a fictitious cold war thriller
with comedic undertones based set around a
true-life historical incident. In a light-hearted
way, the film deals with courage identity and
accepting one’s destiny.
What makes one person stay on through the
hard times, and another leave his country
behind?
It seems to me that only by understanding the
past can one truly go forward. The truth, it is
said, will set you free. And perhaps real freedom can never come to Africa until the truth
in all its nuances is told. Then, perhaps, there
can be some form of reconciliation.
The Day of the Covenant is a film set in Africa that people anywhere will enjoy. This is no
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grainy, documentary-style tract, but rather a
sharp and boisterous movie with great music,
hilarious situations and a big heart. And if you
take the ride, you’ll have absorbed the taste
and the feel of Africa along with the emotion,
the dust, the darkness, the humour and the
paradoxes of a fantastic thriller filled with
some very strange and yet wonderful people.
Synopsis
At the height of apartheid South Africa’s
campaign to discredit the African National
Congress as an effective military force in 1982,
a night of explosions rocked the new top-secret nuclear power facility under construction
by a French consortium at Koeberg just outside South Africa’s second largest city Cape
Town. By morning, it was clear that the plant
had sustained millions of dollars worth of damage and South Africa’s nuclear project, only
days from going online, had been set back by
years.
In the murky world of espionage and counter-espionage, undercover agents from the
France, the UK, West Germany and Israel
pitted their skills against their East German
and Russian counterparts who supported the
ANC, in a game which played out in Zimbabwe,
Zambia, Swaziland, Mozambique and Cape
Town as well as internationally in Berlin, Moscow, London, Paris, and Tel Aviv. The aim was
to work out where and when the rumoured attack would take place and how the ANC could
possibly move the equipment and personnel
needed across borders and into position.
And yet the covert penetration of Koeberg and
the ultimate success of the entire operation
lay in the hands of just one man: former South
African army deserter turned dope-smoker
and incipient alcoholic Nigel Johnson urged
on by his girlfriend, beautiful blonde-haired
hippie with a heart of steel, Morag McGregor.
This is their extraordinary story.
Purpose of participation to the workshop
Find French co-producer/executive producer.
Attach cast.
Producers’ biography and filmography
A veteran of the southern African film and TV
industry, Dan joined forces with Neil Brandt
and Bridget Pickering to form Fireworx Media
in 2008. He is the Managing Director of the
company and produces across genres for the
company.
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He has produced more than 30 documentaries, including the 13 Part pan African radio
and TV documentary series, African Renassiance, as well as 3 seasons of the Faces of
Africa series for China Global TV Network (formerly CCTV News).
His producer portfolio includes Francois Verster’s highly awarded A Lions Trail which won a
US Emmy for “most outstanding cultural and
artistic achievement” in 2006, and is considered to be the most widely broadcast documentary film to come from South Africa.
On the fiction side, Jawitz produced the feature thriller One Last Look directed by Philip
Roberts and co-financed by the IDC, NFVF and
DTI. He is the producer (with Bridget Pickering)
of many of Fireworx Media’s most successful
TV drama series, including Keeping Score (Telenovela, 156 x 24’) and Hustle (Drama, 26 x
48’), 2 drama shows currently airing on SABC
and ETV respectively.
He co-produced the feature length documentary film, Devils Lair, which won the Best Documentary Award at the 2014 SAFTA (South
African Film and TV Awards).
Jawitz was the lead co-producer of One Humanity, directed by Mickey Dube and produced by
Tony Hollingsworth, which vividly brings to life
the history of the international Anti Apartheid
Movement using music, archive and interview.
The film had it’s world premiere at BAFTA in
London on April 27th, 2014, and was shown
to members of the SA government at a special
screening in Pretoria on the same night. It was
also selected for the Durban International
Film Festival in 2014.
He is currently co-producing with Neil Brandt
a feature length documentary film directed by
Francois Verster about Thuli Madonsela, the
former South African Public Protector.
Other Achievements
Seved as an advisor on Distribution and Marketing to the National Film and Video Foundation (NFVF) from 2005 – 2014
Co-founder of SASFED (The South African
Screen Federation)
Former Board member of the IPO Executive
Committee
Co-founder of the Zimbabwe International
Film Festival (ZIFF)
Former judge of the South African Film and
Television Awards (SAFTAS)
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Director’s biography and filmography
Philip Roberts received a PhD in film for his
dissertation on The Neuropsychology of
Screenwriting and the Cinema Experience
which he has been encouraged to expand into
a popular screenwriting manual. He taught
screenwriting at the University of Cape Town
Centre for Film and Media Studies and was
involved in teaching third years, honours
and MA students at AFDA film school there
as a film practitioner holding the Chair of
Screenwriting. Philip has also practiced as
a script editor and script doctor, facilitating
screenwriting workshops .

programmes for the BBC and Channel 4 in the
UK as well as ABC and CBS in the USA, WTN,
APTN and TVE and occasional work for 60 Minutes in Australia and the International Committee of the Red Cross in Geneva.
Other early work included songwriting and
music production.
Philip is currently working on further drafts of
his feature script The Day Of The Covenant and
a new feature script with the working title A
Place Of My Own.

As a professional scriptwriter, Philip has written a number of produced feature films: his
first, FLAME, was selected for the Director’s
Fortnight (Quinzaine) of the Cannes Film
Festival and received a number of prizes at
international film festivals. THE FLYER was
selected for the Locarno, Rio and London Film
Festivals amongst others and won a prize at
the Rome Film Festival. THE BIRD CAN’T FLY
was a Dutch film which debuted at the San
Sebastian Film Festival and stars Barbara
Hershey.
His screenplay ONE LAST LOOK, was nominated for the 2014 Writers Guild Muse award for
best original screenplay for a produced feature film. Psychological - thriller ONE LAST
LOOK, which he directed, was completed in
2012 and has screened at a number of festivals internationally. It is currently available on
Apple TV.
He earlier directed experimental low-budget
comedy feature film BIG FELLAS produced by
Ross Garland for Roguestar films. He also directed television commercials for Schweppes,
the Leo Burnett agency and the Young and Rubicam agency amongst others before concentrating on screenwriting.
As a television drama director, Philip directed
9 episodes of 13 of the third series of Hillside,
an award-winning high-end hospital drama
series. He was head writer on Series 3 of
Tsha Tsha and has written many episodes of
television drama. Philip previously directed
various television documentary and docodrama series, including Crime International,
Earthfile, Healthfile, Entertainment Now and
Roving Report as a television journalist and
producer and has also written and directed
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The Colonel’s Stray Dogs

Khalid Shamis

Genre
Documentary
Budget (euros)
375,000.00
Already acquired (euros)
112,080.00
Name of director
Khalid Shamis
Vimeo links to view previous films/works
https://vimeo.com/33527074
(PW: inayanyeleti)
Name of producers / co-producers
Steven Markovitz – Big World Cinema
Languages spoken in the film
English / Arabic
Shooting location
England / Libya / South Africa
Name of participants
Khalid Shamis / Steven Markovitz
Languages spoken by participants
English
Project’s state of progress
Production
Contact (participants)
Khalid Shamis
khalid@tubafilms.com - 0722652687
Steven Markovitz
steven@bigworld.co.za - 0832611044

Writer’s note
My life growing up with a father on the run
from Gadaffi at the same time as running
headlong towards him has always been at the
crux of my understanding of the world. I have
always been fascinated by the life he chose
over his family and how the revolution and his
second exile from Libya after Gadaffi’s demise
brought him back to us. Alongside his colleagues in the National Front for the Salvation
of Libya, the groundwork for liberation was
being prepared for a long time. But when the
returned exiles were shunned by those who
lived under the dictator and by whose hands
he was chased out and killed, even to the
point of distrust of these ‘western spies’ who
‘ran away’ from Libya, I began to question the
project that my dad embraced. In order to ask
and answer that question I need to explore the
modern history of this country under Gadaffi
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and the choices made towards its ‘freedom’
from a leafy London suburb in 1981 until a
baffling civil war in 2017.
Synopsis
Libya is on fire. Revolution-born militias
fight amongst themselves for power as three
conflicted governments depend on them to
restore peace whilst keeping them on the
payroll. Kidnapping is rife, with no army and
an organized security force foreign embassies
and aid agencies pull out their envoys as civil
war and fragmentation is promised. Corruption, international interests, extremists and
vast tracts of oil make for a complex political
landscape whose future hangs in the balance.
Post Gadaffi Libya is a country in flux.
In the good old days, my father was a prominent exiled opponent of Gadaffi, he was a
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hero to me. On his part there were dreams of
liberation, failed coups, the exposing of hidden regime mass murders, dreams of a liberated Libya and a return home that turned sour.
On the Colonel’s side there was a million dollar
bounty on my dad’s head, hit men who missed
him and killed his colleagues, web hacking
and slander. I grew up seeing all of this as
my dad’s life mission to free Libya overshadowed his life mission of being a dad. As 80s
London morphed into the 90s and 00s, my
father’s revolution morphed from analogue to
digital to tangible to illegible forcing him into
his second exile. Now he is back in his study
in suburban south London looking out of the
same window from which he dreamed of freedom. The dream turned sour and the validity
of his project stands in question.
Everyone’s dream of Libya changed over
the years, my father’s, mine, Gadaffi’s, the
people’s. When dreams turn from hope to
wishful thinking to transient images to nightmares, one has to question the reality of it all.
One has to question the choices that brought
the modern history of a country to the point of
civil war and the life of a family in exile, home.
Purpose of participation to the workshop
To secure a French co-producer, broadcasters,
finance, distribution and funds.
Producers’ biography and filmography
Steven Markovitz is an award-winning Producer with over 20 years’ experience in feature films, documentaries, distribution and
festivals. He has an extensive production and
distribution network across Africa and has
co-produced with over ten countries internationally. Steven manages the production
company Big World Cinema and co-founded
the Encounters South African International
Documentary Festival. His productions have
screened at Cannes, Berlin, Toronto, Sundance, IDFA, Hotdocs and received an Oscar
nomination.
Selected filmography
Winnie – Directed by Pascale Lamche – 2017
- 98 min – Co-Producer – Winner Sundance
Best Documentary Director Award
Beats of the Antonov – Directed by hajooj
kuka – 2014 – 68 min – Producer – Winner
TIFF People’s Choice Documentary Award
Stories of Our Lives – Directed by Jim Chuchu
– 2014 – 61 min – Executive Producer –
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Winner Berlinale Teddy Jury Prize
Love The One You Love – Dirceted by Jenna
Bass – 2014 – 86 min – Producer – Winner
DIFF Best Director, Best SA Feature Film
African Metropolis – Directed by 6 filmmakers
– 2013 – 92 min – Toronto, IFFR, Dubai,
Santa Barbara, Seattle – Executive Producer
Viva Riva! – Directed by Djo Munda – 2010
– 93 min – Toronto, Berlinale, Winner MTV’s
Best African Movie – Co-Producer
Congo in Four Acts – Directed by Divita wa
Lusala, Kiripi Katembo
Siku and Dieudo Hamadi – 2010 – 69 min –
Berlinale, Hot Docs, IDFA and 50 other
festivals – Producer
Behind the Rainbow – Directed by Jihan
El-Tahri – 2008 – 94 min - ZDF/Arte, SBS, SVT,
VPRO, SABC and ITVS – Producer
Project 10 – Directed by 13 x filmmakers –
2003 - Sundance, IDFA, Tribeca and Berlin –
Producer
Proteus – Directed by John Greyson and Jack
Lewis – 203 – 97 min – Berlinale, Toronto Producer
It’s My Life – Directed by Brian Tilley – 2001
– 74 min – IDFA, One World Film Festival,
Visions du Reel, Gold Stone Award for
Documentary – Producer
Director’s biography and filmography
Working in the film and TV industry in the UK,
Middle East and Southern Africa since 1997,
Khalid Shamis runs his production company tubafilms from Cape Town. Khalid balances the fine line between story structure
and aesthetics having completed numerous
long-form films as an editor and directed his
own feature documentary Imam and I, which
received critical acclaim. He has held an associate lecturer position at the University of
the Witwatersrand in Johannesburg, holds
the prestigious South African Guild of Editors
acronym, has been an active member of several industry bodies in South Africa as well as
acquiring numerous awards for his work.
Imam and I – 2011 – feature length documentary
The Killing of the Imam – 2010 – short documentary
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Contact
Joséphine Vinet
01 44 34 36 88
josephine.vinet@cnc.fr
French – South-African
coproduction workshop
29-30 March 2017
une publication du Centre national
du cinéma et de l’image animée (CNC)
www.cnc.fr
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mars 2017

